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Introduction:
• The proposed project is a graphical user interface for annotating
recorded data on social media composing process.
• It allows the user to load the video files and label the video segments
according to the actions performed.
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Features:
• Labels: There are 90 labels are
divided into two categories like
action labels and verbal labels
which are further sub divided
into many categories.
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Features:
• The application has time-label bar which helps to visualize the labels
with its corresponding time frames.
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Features:
• The name of the text file
matches the video file so
whenever the user
reopens the same video,
previously saved labels are
retrieved from the file
which helps the user to
continue where he left off.
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Step 1: Click on the application
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Step 2: Click on Open Video and select the video file to be labeled.
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Step 3: After the video file is loaded start labeling
Labels
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Step 4: Set start time and end time

Enter start time,
end time and click
on Save current
label button.
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Time-label bar will
represent color of
the corresponding
label.
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Step 4: Set start time and end time

Step 5: Save the labels to file

Click this
button to save
labels to the
text file.
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Thank you
Questions?

